Graduate Employment Information

Spring 2012 Graduates

Information from 9 graduates

- Less than $40,000  2
- Between $40,000 and $50,000  4
- Between $50,000 and $60,000  2
- Not reporting  1

In addition the graduates reported that they were also offered health insurance (7), retirement accounts (7), a vehicle (2), a vehicle allowance (2) and a travel allowance (7%).

The graduates reported these job titles
- Project Administrator  2
- Project Engineer  1
- Field Engineer  1
- Pre Construction  1
- Estimator  1
- Constructor Associate  1

Fall 2011 Graduates

Information from 14 graduates

- Less than $40,000  3
- Between $40,000 and $50,000  4
- Between $50,000 and $60,000  2
- Not reporting  1

In addition the graduates reported that they were also offered health insurance (7), retirement accounts (6), a vehicle (2), a vehicle allowance (1), and a travel allowance (4).

The graduates reported these job titles
- Project Administrator  2
- Pre Construction  2
- Project Engineer  1
- Production Supervisor  1
- Project Manager  1
• Plant Engineering Supervisor  1
• Engineering Technician       1